INTRODUCTION
WiFi has been used as an additional infrastructure for positioning systems for a long time. In an indoor environment, it is crucial for precise localization. Recently, we have seen the interest in using WiFi as a tool for analyzing mobility of people [1, 4, 18, 19] . These works try to track the movements of a person and potentially deduct additional information either about the place or the person based on the movement history of an individual or a group. Indeed, the mobility tracking exists beyond WiFi for a long time [27] . Well developed techniques to process the movement of the people and detect the common mobility pattern exist [5] . Although we see the beginning of the use of WiFi as a mobility tracking tool, there are some limitations. Some techniques are solely based on tracking the occupancy of wireless access points (APs), and some look into proximity based on two devices sensing each other. Both of these approaches are limited and it is hard to relate granular information about location semantics and the actual position of a person.
Mobility tracking relies on the ability of a sensor network to infer the location of people, and conventional positioning systems are not capable of doing that. It is possible to use cellular networks for this task, but due to the large coverage area precision of cellular based position suffers [22] . The latest development in crowd mobility tracking with WiFi relies on special broadcast probe packets transmitted by mobile devices. Most of modern APs can intercept these packets and infer the approximate position of a mobile device based on RSSI. The most advanced and readily applicable approaches rely on the plethora of reference signals. Conventionally this means the mobile device can see the signal strengths of many APs, but in our context, this implies that several APs intercept the probe packet. The most significant limitation here is that not all areas are covered with dense wireless networks where one position is several wireless routers already observe space. Moreover, the need for APs continuously monitoring the environment prevents them from serving their primary purpose, and thus one cannot rely on the probe packet being intercepted by many APs at once. What is needed in this case is the ability to infer the location of a person based on few location signals available.
Classical approaches for radio-based positioning use such techniques as triangulation or trilateration to identify the location of a device, but they also require at least three reference signals available, and they work under the assumption of free space radio signal propagation. Other widely used methods for positioning with WiFi rely on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI). In this case, the location on the map is associated with the signal strength that is observed in this particular point of the map. There plenty of methods that rely on this approach proposed, they have higher accuracy even in the environments prone to multipath signal propagation, but they also require more computational resources.
Techniques based on RSSI proliferated in WLAN-based positioning since the information about the received signal strength is readily available on any modern wireless access point. These approaches have found the most application in an indoor environment where WiFi networks are ubiquitous. The methods that rely on the signal strength are often referred to as fingerprint techniques since they create an RSSI fingerprint for every stored location on the map.
Indoor finger print-based positioning is usually performed with multiple APs, but this way is not suitable for mobility tracking, as we discussed before. Very limited number of works have considered the positioning quality of their systems with only one or two APs in operation, especially in the indoor environment where triangulation and trilateration techniques are hardly applicable. Our work is dedicated to reviewing the methods that can work with few APs available. Our contribution is the following:
1. systematizing the knowledge about the techniques that use only few APs for positioning; 2. providing the comparison of these techniques with respect to parameters listed in section 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we overview related work. In section 3 we formulate the problem of positioning in WiFi networks and discuss signals used for positioning and limitations that emerge when positioning with a single AP. In section 5 we classify existing techniques for positioning with one AP. Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Many attempts to systematize the knowledge on WLAN-based positioning were done in the last years [2, 8, 9, 15, 17, [22] [23] [24] . Different parameters of positioning systems were considered for these careful studies, from the precision of localization to sensor fusion and energy efficiency. However, these studies did not consider the behavior of positioning systems in the scenario of a limited number of reference signals available. Now we are going to overview existing surveys on WLAN-based positioning.
Positioning in WLAN is related to other forms of wireless positioning, more precisely, positioning with radio signals. Liu et al. (2007) provided a general review of methods for localization in wireless networks and performed their comparison concerning accuracy, precision, complexity, scalability, robustness, and cost [13] . Farid et al. (2013) considered only indoor positioning techniques [6] . They included recent work and performed the comparison of positioning methods using other criteria, such as coverage provided by the system, power consumption, and susceptibility to multipath.
Quoc Duy Vo and Pradipta De (2016) compared existing wireless positioning techniques for outdoors concerning accuracy and power consumption [22] .
Until recently, there were two types of information that a client or an AP could measure during communicating in WLAN. The first is the RSSI and the second is temporal delay. With the introduction of MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) in IEEE 802.11 standard, it became much simpler to obtain the information about the direction of the incoming signal.
The initial attempt to create indoor positioning system with WiFi could be classified as timebased or signal strength-based. Although time-based methods often do not allow using -the-shelf hardware, Makki et al. (2015) explored the opportunity of positioning using time measurements in WiFi and discussed existing ways to overcome the issues with resolution and the prospective opportunities of time-based positioning in WLAN [15] .
Suining He and Gary Chan (2016) considered only fingerprinting methods for localization [8] . They noted the use of spatiotemporal patterns, collaborative localization, and motion assistance in recent papers. Additionally, they reviewed different techniques for reducing the site survey, calibrating the system for heterogeneous devices, and performed the comparison of many methods using various criteria.
Although RSSI-based methods deal with the problem of multipath, they require the knowledge of space configuration and the presence of signal strength map, which takes a lot of time and resources to collect. Mahtab Hossain and Wee-Seng Soh (2015) decided to look into calibrationfree indoor positioning methods, which do not require extensive map collection or even the precise knowledge of the floor plan [9] . For comparing these calibration free methods, they considered map requirements, the necessity of the initial location fix, the amount of user participation, and the need for additional sensors, such as inertial sensors.
Radio map estimation is a challenging problem and vital for fingerprint based positioning. Yiu et al. reviewed different approaches to radio map construction, and the radio map is one of the most important aspects of positioning with limited information [2] . The more accurate the radio map is the better are location estimates. They studied the effect of the AP density and the effect of outdated radio maps.
Modern trends in positioning systems include sensor fusion and device free positioning. Xiao et al. performed the comparison of methods for device-free and crowd-sourced assisted localization [23] . They performed their comparison in terms of accuracy, cost, energy efficiency and technical difficulty.
The difference of our review is that we consider only positioning techniques that require only a single active AP to localize the client. Intuitively, if a method achieves reasonable localization error with a single AP, it's results are likely to improve when scaled to several APs. Papers covered in this review were not considered in previous surveys. Our contribution is in aggregating the information about this subtype of positioning methods and providing their comparison.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Positioning procedure
The goal of positioning is to identify the location of a user relative to a set of base stations (BS). In the case of WLAN-based positioning, the user is a network client, and APs serve as BS. Conventionally, two types of positioning approaches are distinguished: deterministic and probabilistic [8] . Deterministic algorithms use some similarity or distance metric to compare observed signals with a prerecorded database. In this case, the positioning procedure becomes an optimization problem where SIM is a similarity function, and b = 1 when SIM(s,s') increases as s' → s and b = −1 if otherwise. Here, l denotes the location, and sl -the signal associated with this location.
On the other hand, the probabilistic approach employs maximum likelihood (ML) technique where a probability distribution ties together the signal space and locations on the map and the goal is to maximize the conditional probability These two approaches constitute the basis for building positioning algorithms and the papers considered further use either of them.
Besides choosing the location estimation method, it is essential to select an appropriate set of signals. In the next section, we will discuss the types of measurements that are used for positioning in WLAN.
Signals for positioning in WLAN
Measures that are used for positioning in WLAN include RSSI, time or phase, the angle of arrival (AoA), and channel state information (CSI). In this paper, we refer to those as location signals, and their properties are described below.
RSSI measurements are prone to high variance especially in indoor environments [3] . Although RSSI was initially adopted for positioning due to its indifference to multipath, latest work shows that it suffers from non-stationary variance [10] . Nevertheless, positioning with RSSI in WLAN is the most common technique to date.
Positioning in WLAN can be done using time or phase measurements. The simple idea is that these measurements can be converted into the distance that is further used to localize a user. Although less sensitive to noise, time intervals are harder to measure using o_-the-shelf WLAN adapters due to internal clock resolution and the radio bandwidth of the received signal [15] . It was estimated that with the standard bandwidth of 40 MHz the inaccuracy of time measurements results in localization errors around 7 meters [20] . This number can be improved by applying special techniques.
CSI describes the state of the communication channel and provides rough infor-mation about channel impulse response. CSI is represented by phase and amplitude of the received signal in the frequency domain. The IFFT of CSI gives the notion of delays of different multipath components. Recent work treats it as a promising localization signal [3] . Currently, CSI is not available by default, and the driver for a wireless adapter should be modified to obtain the access to these measurements.
Methods for positioning described in this review use at least one of the signals above to infer user's location and some of them use their combination to improve the precision.
Positioning with a single active AP
In general, the level of confidence for estimated location is low when positioning with a limited number of APs. For an indoor environment, this problem can be addressed by considering the joint distribution of RSSI and the location on the map. The presence of obstacles on the way of WiFi signal propagation, like walls, create an irregular RSSI pattern across the area. Some patterns make it easier to infer the true location. The distribution of average RSSI across space is called coverage map. Techniques that utilize such coverage maps are usually called scene analysis techniques [13] . It is worth noting that the irregularity of a coverage map highly depends on the configuration of the environment, and in open spaces such maps do not provide significant benefits over other less memory intensive techniques such as statistical propagation models.
Another approach is related to the use of triangulation or triangulation. The position of a client can be identified when sets of distances and/or AoAs are known. With the introduction of MIMO in the current IEEE 802.11 standard, each com-patible AP is equipped with multiple receiver inputs. This receiver antenna array can be used to infer the relative position of a user and the AP. For simplicity, we further refer to triangulation and triangulation techniques under a common term of triangulation.
We were able to discern three classes of positioning techniques with a single AP: (i) triangulation (ii) triangulation and dead-reckoning (DR) fusion (iii) scene analysis and dead-reckoning fusion.
The first class refers to techniques that rely on the one-time measurements, i.e. the location can be inferred from a single sample of all necessary parameters. The second one includes methods with similar positioning principles but relies on dead-reckoning for obtaining the final location estimate. The third -uses RSSI and coverage map together with dead-reckoning for localization.
COMPARISON CRITERIA
We choose to compare methods presented here using the following attributes. First, we distinguish the use of different positioning approaches, which define the set of used localization signals and processing techniques.
Often, the positioning system becomes harder to implement when there is a need for additional sensors. Therefore, we try to identify the extent to which a particular positioning procedure uses other measurements.
Some approaches must take advantage of low-level information from the physical layer of the communication protocol (PHY). This is often associated with particular modification and requires additional work during deployment.
The sampling rate (SR) is often crucial for positioning, especially when dead-reckoning is used. High SR is associated with higher energy consumption and com-munication overhead.
The amount of user involvement in the positioning process differs for presented positioning methods. The necessity of additional computation on the side of the user requires both energy resources and specialized software, hindering seamless deployment of the positioning system.
One of the most critical factors for deployment is the necessity of extensive site survey. While it is nil for triangulation techniques, the presence of fingerprint database is the requirement for scene analysis methods.
Further, we are going to compare different techniques concerning these parame-ters. All information is taken from the reports produces by authors of corresponding methods, and we specify when we make our own notes and conclusions.
POSITIONING TECHNIQUES
Triangulation
The class of triangulation techniques includes methods that rely only on explicitly measured parameters and exclude the need for tracking. Thus, these techniques allow for positioning at any moment of time without the knowledge of previous locations. Also, they use only measurements for distance and angles.
CHRONOS The positioning system, named Chronos, designed by Vashisht etal. (2016), is based on commodity wireless adapters and allows localization with a decimeter level of precision [21] . It is claimed to be the first system that per-forms positioning with such accuracy without external sensors. The core idea of the method is to estimate distances between antennas of the AP and a client using absolute ToF.
Chronos uses commodity hardware Intel 5300 with a modified driver. The use of ToF is associated with a series of issues that were discussed in the section 3.2 but authors were able to find a way mitigate these limiting constraints.
Authors substantiate the claim that the phase of the zeroth sub-carrier in OFDM spectrum of WLAN transmission is equal to the true value of the phase, which allows eliminating additional phase shift due to packet detection delay. Thus, ToF can be computed from the expression [21] :
where τ is the ToF, and f i,k is the frequency of the sub-carrier k in the frequency band i, and φ i,k is measured by the receiver. Obviously, such an equation has an infinite number of solutions for τ . The unique solution can be found from a system of equations that uses frequencies for different channels. involves channel sweep.
The problem of multipath is dealt with using channel state information (CSI), which allows separating the component of the direct path from the rest. The final location of a user is found by solving a quadratic optimization problem. The goal of such optimization is to minimize the difference of distances between a location and the AP, and distance estimations calculated from ToF mea
In the case of Chronos, the AP should have the modified driver installed. This driver provides access to physical la hopping procedure. The distance is estimated from the system of signal phase equations and does not require an onboard high estimation error is contained 90% of cases. One of the essential features of location estimation after a single scan. [11] . They devel location without active collaboration from a user. In their scheme, there is a single active AP that communicates with the client, and several passive s to monitor the wireless channel and intercept packets transmitted of intercepted packets carries the information about the distance to the client, whic be extracted using Two-Way client and three of the sensors are estimated, triangulation is This technique does not require can be used with any off-the relies only on the statistical propagation model, which can that uses frequencies for different channels. For this reason, the localization procedure tipath is dealt with using channel state information (CSI), which allows separating the component of the direct path from the rest. The final location of a user is found by solving a quadratic optimization problem. The goal of such ize the difference of distances between a user's location and the AP, and distance estimations calculated from ToF mea-surements.
, the AP should have the modified driver installed. This driver provides access to physical layer information and enables the AP to drive frequency hopping procedure. The distance is estimated from the system of signal phase equations and does not require an onboard high-precision clock. In the case of LOS, 95% of ToF estimation error is contained within 1.96 ns, and the positioning error is under 2m in 90% of cases. One of the essential features of Chronos is its ability to produce confident location estimation after a single scan. Fig. 1 . Example demonstrates the process for solving the ToF based on measured phase. In each channel, there is a set of periodic solutions. The answer corresponds to the time τ when solutions for all the channels match [21] .
arises the question of the impact of this positioning procedure on the network throughput. It was shown that single localization at-tempt that multiple channel sweeps reduces throughput of the network by approximately localization, which lasts about 84 ms.
sensors Another triangulation approach was pro Kraxberger et al. (2010) [11] . They developed a method that allows ident location without active collaboration from a user. In their scheme, there is a single active communicates with the client, and several passive sensors. The job of sensors is to monitor the wireless channel and intercept packets transmitted by the client. The RSSI of intercepted packets carries the information about the distance to the client, whic
Way-Ground propagation model. After distances between the client and three of the sensors are estimated, triangulation is applied.
require any modification of hardware or protocol the-shelf wireless adapter and AP. However, this relies only on the statistical propagation model, which can be highly imp this reason, the localization procedure tipath is dealt with using channel state information (CSI), which allows separating the component of the direct path from the rest. The final location of a user is found by solving a quadratic optimization problem. The goal of such user's assumed surements.
, the AP should have the modified driver installed. This driver yer information and enables the AP to drive frequency hopping procedure. The distance is estimated from the system of signal phase equations precision clock. In the case of LOS, 95% of ToF within 1.96 ns, and the positioning error is under 2m in is its ability to produce confident based on measured phase. In each channel, when solutions for all the channels arises the question of the impact of this positioning procedure tempt that involves approximately 5 MBits/s pro-posed by oped a method that allows identifying the location without active collaboration from a user. In their scheme, there is a single active ors. The job of sensors is the client. The RSSI of intercepted packets carries the information about the distance to the client, which can propagation model. After distances between the protocol logic and this method highly imp-precise in certain environments. Thus, the effect of multipath is modeled only ap-proximately. The authors do not evaluate the average accuracy of their method, making it difficult to perform the comparison with different techniques.
PROBABILISTIC MODELS
Figuera et al. presented their positioning algorithm based on a non-parametric statistical test [7] . Their methods concerns classical fingerprint-based positioning algorithms. They observed that classical approaches mostly make use of the average signal strength at some location on the map. Intuitively, some certainty in the result of a positioning system is needed. Moreover, different positioning systems are oftencompared concerning average positioning error, but the difference in the localization quality is more likely to be a random value and should be subjected to the statistical test. In their work, Figuera et al. introduced a non-parametric statistical test based on bootstrap that provides a certainty measure of a single performance indicator. Also, they have introduced the notion of bias and uncertainty as additional merits of positioning quality.
One of the problems of existing models for positioning with RSSI is that they are imprecise. Very often, the RSSI value is modeled as normally distributed around the mean value. Empirical study showed that this is not necessarily the case [14] . Moreover, while it is hard to capture the distribution of RSSI model correctly, a non-parametric approach does not need this information and can give proper results without knowledge. The use of bootstrap approach allowed to narrow the confidence interval for positioning. 
lôc = p(loc|RSSI)
They Considered positioning problem as a MAP estimate of the location. To calcu-late the MAP estimate one needs to know the prior on possible locations p(l). They considered different priors on locations and analyzed the impact on positioning precision. The finding was that in some scenarios the knowledge of prior location could reduce the positioning error from 20m to 2m.
Distance-based
Li et al. conducted an unusual study of privacy of WiFi positioning systems [12] . In their work, they designed a system that can adequately protect the privacy of a positioning service user and the intellectual property of the service provider. Alongside, they presented a new positioning approach. The positioning problem is distance based. The localization is performed using a sort of nearest neighbor solution. The mobility prediction model performs additional filtering. In this model, the floor plan is represented as a graph, and the one can model the movements in the environment as a random walk on that graph.
The quality of the algorithm was evaluated on several test beds. The overall results show that the average positioning quality with one AP is close to 6m, and it further decreases as the number of available APs grow. Zaruba et al. (2007) presented a method for indoor localization with a single access point that uses both scene analysis and dead-reckoning [26] . By combining these two approaches, they were able to achieve average positioning accuracy of 2m.
Scene analysis and mobility model fusion
Before the positioning procedure can be used, one needs to calculate signal coverage map. To achieve this goal, the accurate floor plan is obtained, and then parametric ray-tracing is performed. By simulating the propagation of radio waves, one can predict the observed RSSI at a given point on the floor plan. To simplify and enhance the ray-tracing process, the passing and reflection coefficients are treated as unknown parameters. Their values obtained by numerically solving the minimization problem where the average squared difference between observed and estimated RSSI measurements serve as the cost function.
Positioning with fingerprints generated in such a way produces a set of possible locations that is too large in general. However, the use of dead-reckoning together with analytical movement model allows filtering the most unlikely positions of users. In this method, no additional sensors on the device are used, and analytical movement model is employed. The consecutive samples of this model follow Markov assumption. User's positions are processed with particle and Bayesian filters to increase the positioning accuracy.
This positioning technique handles the problem of the multipath well and re-quires no tampering with the WLAN communication protocol. However, the de-ployment is mostly hindered by the necessity of detailed floor plan. Moreover, the ray tracing procedure is merely an approximation of the real radio wave propagation process and inherently contributes to the final positioning error.
Triangulation and dead-reckoning fusion
In this class, the difference from the triangulation techniques is that some parameters are not estimated after single sampling is performed. Instead, necessary information is accumulated through the extent of time before the estimation can be produced.
CUPID Sen et al. (2013) designed a method that relies on measurements from client's device and a single AP and does not require extensive site surveying [20] . Their method uses distance estimated from a propagation model, and AoA obtained through deadreckoning. The median localization error of the proposed technique is 5m. They successfully utilize information about multipath components, provided by CSI, and knowledge of user mobility to implement a system that works on commodity wireless cards.
In the presence of multipath, the value of RSSI can deviate from the expected value, and statistical propagation models are usually unable to reasonably describe this deviation, especially when the direct path component is not the strongest in the delay profile. On the other hand, when multipath components are filtered, the propagation model can be of greater use. Thus, Sen et al. use the energy of direct path (EDP) in conjunction with propagation model to estimate the distance between AP and the client. EDP is easily obtained once CSI is available.
The AoA is estimated with the facilitation of dead-reckoning. The true AoA can-not always be determined even when an AP with MIMO capabilities is used. In some scenarios, the strongest energy is contributed by a multipath component, drawing conventional methods for determining the direction of arrival of the strongest sig-nal useless. A pseudo-spectrum is usually constructed outlining the dependence of RSSI from the AoA, and the angle that yields the peak energy value is chosen. If local maxima are considered, the procedure will result in the set of possible angles that needs further refinement. The possible solution is to use movement tracking with accelerometer and estimate traveled distance. As a result, a triangle can be constructed with two sides measured with propagation model, and the third -estimated through dead-reckoning, as shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, angles from the set of possible solutions can be tried. After identifying the AoA and the distance, user's position is estimated. This method introduces a calibration-free approach to local area positioning. It is claimed that the positioning procedure was designed with energy efficiency in mind and probing the client's location with a high rate is not required. On the other hand, the accuracy of DR highly depends on the sampling rate of the device's internal sensors. The method assumes the presence of direct path in the CSI. Authors assert that measurements of EDP lower than 12 dB are unreliable and should be discarded. This approach can be extended to use several AP with a successful decrease of localization error.
SAIL
The improvement of the previous approach was introduced by Mariakakis et al.
(2014) [16] . The location is determined using distances measured through ToF and DR with the resulting median positioning error of 2.3m. They take advantage of CSI and user mobility to increase the performance of measurements, and device a heuristic for estimating absolute heading.
The ability of the AP to measure the delay between packet departure and ACK signal arrival lies in the foundation of this technique. The precision of time measure-mends limited by 40 MHz bandwidth is 25 ns. This precision can be enhanced by evaluating the relative time delay of signal arrival to different antennas. Addition-ally, the incorporation of human mobility and channel coherence property allows for the further decrease of positioning error.
Authors improved DR procedure by increasing the accuracy of the mobile de-vice's inertial system. Driven by the goal to estimate the absolute heading, they develop a procedure to switch between readings from magnetometer and gyroscope depending on the current conditions. As a result, the average heading estimation error dropped from 27.4 to 5.9 degrees.
Eventually, the location was determined by constructing a triangle with two sides estimated using ToF, and the third -using DR. The number of possible triangle orientations was reduced by considering the absolute heading.
In this method, the accuracy of CSI measurements is increased by exploiting the channel coherency. Thus, the measurements are performed several times consecutively. This results in a small communication overhead.
CONCLUSION
We have reviewed methods for positioning in WLAN with a single AP. Conventionally, single AP provides only limited information that is not suitable for confident localization. Moreover, techniques for identifying both the distance and the direction to the user are constrained by the presence of multipath.
The papers described here address the problem of multipath and propose meth-ods that allow precise positioning in areas where it was not feasible before. We compared presented techniques according to the number of criteria that show the trade-off between the complexity of deployment and the complexity of positioning procedure.
Most of the introduced algorithms belong to the class of calibration-free techinquest, which presents a significant advantage for deployment. All methods use commodity hardware, and some of them require the access to CSI provided by the driver.
The method presented by Zaruba et al. (2007) and Kraxberger can work with any hardware without limitations. Chronos, CUPID, and SAIL require WLAN stan-dard 802.11n and above in conjunction with a modified driver. Although Chronos has the best positioning accuracy, it requires frequency hopping, that may pose more problems with additional drivers on the user-side and increase channel inter-ference.
Overall, we see that positioning no longer requires the presence of multiple AP. This can enable new opportunities for WLAN based positioning systems and allows for improved accuracy in the case when more than one AP is present.
